Abstract. Triangular matrices (over the reals), whose elements satisfy -^i+i.j+i, can be mapped algebraically into the rational functions to facilitate determination of inverses and factors of the matrices. It is further shown in this note that these methods can be extended to the nontriangular forms to obtain inverses or demonstrate singular cases. Applications are made to certain matrices of Hessenberg type.
Introduction.
Certain matrices of Toeplitz form [5] will be considered as having arbitrary but finite dimension n X n. The matrices will have real elements and the property that a,-,, = a,+1,,+, (isoclinal). The purpose of this note is to extend to the nontriangular case methods which have proved useful in obtaining decompositions and inverses for the lower triangular case. Several examples are given, including the inversion of a certain class of Hessenberg matrices.
Mathematical Description.
Let us first consider the class Vn of lower triangular isoclinal (L.T.I.) n X n matrices. A matrix A £ Vn can be denoted by its first column, [a0, au ■ ■ • , 4_J, which defines it completely. The space V" has been shown in [2] to be a commutative vector algebra where the product A B of two elements is given simply by£*,0 apbk-v, k = 0, 1, • • • , n -1. Hence, if A £ Vn is invertible (a0 9* 0), then A~1 = B is easily computed from the recursive system:
While the above, Eq. (1), are sufficient for the inversion of a given L.T.I, matrix, the problem can frequently arise to seek 'closed' formulas for inverses of such matrices with arbitrary n; for example, the first column of the matrix may consist of the first n elements of a given infinite sequence. Before proceeding to the nontriangular case, the following algebraic mapping theorem is given as an aid in such circumstances. Its use will be later illustrated in the examples. Proof. Simply note that A is nonsingular if and only if a0 9* 0, so \/en(A) £ R.
The mapping jnpn is a ring homomorphism onto and jnpnen is the identity, so jnpn{en(A)/en(A)} = A-fpn{ l/en(A)} = 1.
Such mappings can also be used to factor matrices as shown in [2] . leroy j. derr Now, turning to the nontriangular case, we first observe that such an isoclinal matrix can be extended to an L.T.I, matrix by suitable bordering.
2.2. Lemma. Let H be an n X n isoclinal matrix such that the kth supra-diagonal is not zero, k < n (and suppose all succeeding supra-diagonals are zero). Then, H may be bordered above and on the right by k rows and columns, by extension of the isoclinal property to form an (n + k) X (n + k) nonsingular L.T.I, matrix T.
Clearly, T is nonsingular since its diagonal is nonzero. Now, multiply T by a suitable permutation matrix P, so that H becomes the principal n X n submatrix of PT. The inverse, (PT)~l = T^1/*7, may now be calculated and the following standard result on matrix partitioning may be applied. A proof may be found in [3] . 3 . Application. Example 1. We first illustrate the procedure with the simple band matrix H of arbitrary dimension n St 2, given by a,,, = -1, 1, when i -j = 0, -1, respectively, and zero otherwise. This has one nonzero supra-diagonal, and its companion L.T.I, matrix for Lemma 2. Hence, the first column of T1 is given by c6" = \a"{a -a) -b"(b -a)}/(a -by q = 0, 1, ■ • • . If 7" is n X n, the 1 X 1 matrix A2i2 of Lemma 2.3 is the element <£"_!, which is not zero in the case we are treating, and H 1 may be constructed. If the elements of H~1 are c4,» and <pa is defined to be zero for q < 0, the result is ciik = {-<t>i-<pn-k-i/<Pn\ + This result was verified on a rainy afternoon by direct multiplication of HH'1.
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